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22-Year magnetic solar cycle [Hale cycle] responsible1

for significant underestimation of the Sun’s role in2

global warming but ignored in climate science3

Martijn van Mensvoort4

5

Key Points:6

• 22-year Hale cycle solar minima show for the period 1890-1985 a high SST solar7

sensitivity (1,143 ◦C per W/m2)8

• 22-year Hale cycle temperature profile amplitude (0,215 ◦C) is higher than for the9

11-year Schwabe cycle (0,122 ◦C)10

• Solar influence on climate is underestimated without a 22-year Hale cycle temper-11

ature correction (∼0,1 W/m2)12
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Abstract13

Reconstructions for global temperature development show an upward oscillation for the14

period of the 1880s through 1980s. This oscillation is being associated with natural vari-15

ability and the temperature rise between the 1910s and 1940s with increased solar ac-16

tivity. The temperature impact of the 11-year solar cycle [Schwabe cycle] and the phys-17

ical mechanism involved are insufficiently understood. Here, for the 22-year magnetic18

solar cycle [Hale cycle] a seawater surface temperature [SST] impact is described of 0,21519

◦C (0,238 ± 0,05 ◦C per W/m2); the derived impact for the 11-year cycle is 0,122 ◦C20

(0,135 ± 0,03 ◦C per W/m2). Also, a parallel development is described for seawater sur-21

face temperature [HadSST3 dataset] and the minima of total solar irradiance [LISIRD22

dataset] after a correction based on the 22-year solar cycle polarity change. With the cor-23

rection, the combination of the positive and negative minima shows for the period 1890-24

1985 a high SST solar sensitivity: 1,143 ± 0,23 ◦C per W/m2 (with 90,5% declared vari-25

ance). This implies that the Sun has caused a warming of 1,07 ◦C between Maunder min-26

imum (late 17th century) and the most recent solar minimum year 2017 - which is well27

over half of the intermediate temperature rise of approximately 1,5 ◦C. The results demon-28

strate that the 22-year cycle forms a crucial factor required for better understanding the29

Sun-temperature relation. Ignoring the 22-year cycle leads to significant underestima-30

tion of the Sun’s influence in climate change combined with an overestimation of the im-31

pact of anthropogenic factors and greenhouse gases such as CO2.32

Plain Language Summary33

Global temperature development shows an upward oscillation for the 1880s through34

1980s. This oscillation is associated with natural variability: increased solar activity largely35

explains the temperature rise between the 1910s and 1940s. However, the temperature36

impact of the 11-year solar cycle is insufficiently understood. Here, for the 22-year mag-37

netic solar cycle a seawater surface temperature impact is described of 0,215 ◦C, while38

the derived impact for the 11-year cycle is only 0,122 ◦C. Also, a parallel development39

is described for seawater surface temperature and the minima of total solar irradiance,40

after a correction based on the 22-year solar cycle polarity change. With this correction,41

the combination of the positive and negative minima shows for the period 1890-1985 a42

high solar sensitivity for seawater surface temperature: 1,143 ◦C per W/m2. This also43

implies that the Sun caused a warming of 1,07 ◦C between Maunder minimum and so-44

lar minimum year 2017, well over half of the intermediate temperature rise of approx-45

imately 1,5 ◦C. The 22-year cycle forms a crucial factor for better understanding the Sun-46

temperature relation. Ignoring the 22-year cycle leads to underestimation of the Sun’s47

influence in climate change (+ overestimation of anthropogenic factors and greenhouse48

gases such as CO2).49

1 Introduction50

In a 2006 Dutch scientific report by the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Insti-51

tute (KNMI) in collaboration with the NIOZ, is reported that prior to 1950 the influ-52

ence of humans on temperature had been negligible (de Jager et al., 2006). This makes53

the period prior to 1950 ideally suited for studying the influence of the Sun on temper-54

ature. In the current research, the influence of the Sun on seawater surface temperature55

is being studied for the period 1890-1985. This time frame includes 3 periods in which56

the temperature trend has changed direction plus it includes a total of 10 solar minimum57

years. According to experts, prior to 1880 insufficient data is available for a reliable es-58

timate of the global seawater surface temperature; only after the year 1950 the uncer-59

tainty margin decreases to a low level for most regions of the world (Smith & Reynolds,60

2003). Among experts there is consensus that the heat content of the ocean system is61

probably the best indicator of global warming (Cheng et al., 2019); logically, the warm-62
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ing of the seawater surface temperature is therefore probably a more relevant indicator63

than the warming of the atmosphere. In this study the HadSST3 dataset is used for sea-64

water surface temperature.65

There is controversy about the solar influence on climate on a wide range of aspects.66

Estimates for the temperature effect of the 11-year solar cycle [Schwabe cycle] vary from67

less than 0,05 ◦C (barely recordable) (de Jager et al., 2006) to more than 0,25 ◦C (Camp68

& Tung, 2007). However, a much larger temperature effect is expected for the same amount69

of energy when it involves a much longer timespan. For a 200-year cycle, the temper-70

ature effect is 2 to 4 times larger than for the 11-year cycle, particularly due to accumu-71

lation of energy within the ocean system (de Jager et al., 2006); for even longer periods72

the impact can be 5 to 10 times larger (Shaviv, 2005, 2012). Solar sensitivity (= the tem-73

perature response to solar activity) represents a complicated phenomenon because times74

scale and solar cycle phase is required to be taken into account. Additionally, the im-75

pact of a solar amplification factor (of unknown size) for the TSI signal measured at the76

top of the atmosphere should also be taken into consideration.77

The controversy also concerns the share of the Sun in the 0,8 ◦C warming in the78

20th century: available estimates range from 7% (0,056 ◦C) to 44-64% (0,35-0,51 ◦C)79

(Scafetta, 2013). The compilation method of the historical dataset for total solar irra-80

diance [TSI] is an important part of the controversy as well (Solanki et al., 2013). Since81

the 1990s, even the scientific legitimacy has been debated in relation to the compilation82

method used by different research groups involved; among experts this issue is known83

as the ACRIM-PMOD controversy (Scafetta et al., 2019). Large opinion differences have84

arisen with regard to the TSI construction method. The widely adopted method of Lean85

(Lean et al., 1995) is based on just 2 magnetic components and produces a curve which86

shows the highest TSI values in the late 1950s. While, for example, the method of Hoyt87

& Schatten (Hoyt & Schatten, 1993) is based on 5 magnetic components and produces88

a curve which shows the highest TSI values near the beginning of the 21st century. This89

means that estimates for the influence of the Sun on the climate differ both numerically90

and fundamentally to a great extent; numerically, the controversy involves impact dif-91

ferences of nearly a factor of 10.92

In climate science the influence of the Sun is studied, among other things, by means93

of the 11-year solar cycle. However, fundamentally, it has been established since the be-94

ginning of the 20th century that the 22-year magnetic solar cycle [Hale cycle] forms the95

origin of the 11-year sunspotscycle (Hale, 1908). This is important because two consec-96

utive 11-year cycles exhibit structural differences; an illustrative example for this involves97

the Gnevyshev-Ohl rule (Zolotova & Ponyavin, 2015), which relates to the number of98

sunspots between 2 consecutive maximums. It is therefore remarkable that the 22-year99

cycle is hardly taken into consideration in climate science. IPCC reports do not men-100

tion the existence of the 22-year Hale cycle (Hiyahara et al., 2008). Descriptions else-101

where in the scientific literature indicate that manifestations of the 22-year cycle are be-102

ing presumed to be not sensitive to the polarity change; however, the foundation for such103

assumptions is unclear. Because, for example, in 2008 it has been determined that since104

Maunder minimum the coldest phase of the 22-year cycle takes place (under the influ-105

ence of cosmic rays) during the minima that occur when the polarity is positive; the mag-106

netic solar poles are then located in their original position (IPCC, 2013; Hiyahara et al.,107

2008).108

This study therefore distinguishes two categories of solar minima (Mursula & Hiltula,109

2003): (1) ’positive minima’ [P], which arise during the phase when the magnetic polar-110

ity of the northern solar hemisphere is positive with both poles in the original position;111

and (2) the ’negative minima’ [N], which arise during the phase when the magnetic po-112

larity of the northern solar hemisphere is negative with switched positions for both poles.113

This is crucial because solar radiative forcing trend analysis is usually based on solar min-114

imum years because the phase of the solar cycle must be taken into account (in order115
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to avoid effects that origin from phases differences in the solar cycle). Solar sensitivity116

is typically higher for long term perspectives; therefore especially for periods much longer117

than the 11/22-year solar cycle the phase of the solar cycle needs to be considered in or-118

der to separate trend effects due to the 11/22-year solar cycle from trend effect in longer119

term perspectives. This is explained by the fact that minima are both ”more stable” and120

”more relevant” than maxima (IPCC, 2013). IPCC AR5 presents a definition for the TSI121

which refers only to the minima. In terms of the physical processes involved this is ex-122

plained by the fact that the number of sunspots and solar flares is relatively small dur-123

ing the minima. Both represent the two magnetic components in the Lean method, which124

also represent the basis of the LISIRD TSI dataset used in this study. The maxima are125

accompanied by relatively large fluctuations, which exhibit higher uncertainty than the126

minima. This is because the result at the maxima depends more strongly on the mag-127

netic components used in the reconstruction (Lean et al., 1995; Hoyt & Schatten, 1993).128

This explains the fundamental relevance of the choice made in this study to use the per-129

spective of the solar minimum years as the most important point of reference for study-130

ing the climate impact of the 22-year magnetic solar cycle. Additionally, the sunspot con-131

vention is used in order to separate also two categories of solar maxima: (1) ’even max-132

ima’ [E] from (2) ’odd maxima’ [O] (Ross & Chaplin, 2019). Figure 1 describes the Hale133

cycle based on Wilcox Solar Observatory data; the LISIRD TSI dataset is added for ref-134

erence at the bottom.135

Figure 1. The amplitude of the poloidal solar magnetic field is largest during the years

around the TSI minima; Wilcox Solar Observatory data shows that the field changes po-

larity during the TSI maxima (source: (WSO: Solar Polar Field Strength [.gif ] http://

wso.stanford.edu/gifs/Polar.gif)). The Lt.Solid (blue) and Dashed (red) graphs show ac-

tivity of the magnetic north pole and inverted south pole, respectively; the Med.Solid (black)

graph represents the average magnetic activity and the Hvy.Solid (bold black) graph represents

the smoothed average. The LISIRD TSI is added at the bottom.

2 Materials and Methods136

The materials used in this study involve datasets for global sea surface tempera-137

ture and total solar irradiance. For global sea surface temperature is used the Hadley138
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Centre Sea Surface Temperature dataset [HadSST3 : https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/139

hadobs/hadsst3/data/download.html (MetOffice, 2020)] presented by the Hadley Cen-140

tre Met Office, who’s sea surface temperature datasets serve in IPCC AR5 (IPCC, 2013).141

For total solar irradiance is used the Lasp Interactive Solar IRadiance Datacenter dataset:142

Historical Total Solar Irradiance Reconstruction, Time Series [LISIRD: http://lasp143

.colorado.edu/lisird/data/historical tsi/ (Kopp, 2019)], which is an unofficial144

dataset presented by LASP principal investigator Dr. Greg Kopp. On Greg Kopp’s TSI145

Page the LISIRD is being described to represent the best values available. The LISIRD146

uses for the pre-satellite period 1611-1978 the SATIRE-T TSI dataset with some refine-147

ments included (Kopp et al., 2016); for the satellite period 1979-2018 it used the Community-148

Consensus TSI Composite (Dudok de Wit et al., 2017). Though Kopp’s LISIRD data149

set has no official status, his work as a lead researcher in solar irradiance assessment with150

satellites is featured with multiple references in IPCC AR5.151

Because sea surface temperature is being claimed to be unreliable before 1880 due152

to insufficient data (Smith & Reynolds, 2003) and the ACRIM-PMOD controversy in-153

dicates that there are unsolved problems with TSI data starting from the mid-nineties154

minimum (Scafetta et al., 2019), the period 1880-1985 is used here as the main research155

period for studying the solar-climate connection. This choice is also justifiable because156

prior to 1950 the influence of humans on temperature had been negligible (de Jager et157

al., 2006); however, the HadSST3 dataset indicates that the rise of sea surface temper-158

ature started in the 2nd half of the 1970s.159

The data analysis starts with a correlation assessment (based on Pearson correla-160

tion coefficient calculated with Excel) for the full data set (1880-2018) and the chosen161

research period (1880-1985), combined with an assessment focused on the solar minimum162

years and solar maximum years separately.163

Then a temperature profile for the Hale cycle is constructed from the chosen re-164

search period (with 5 successive Hale cycles included). Average values for the two sep-165

arate Hale cycle minima and the two separate Hale cycle maxima serve as reference points166

in order construct the profile. A linear upward trend is first removed with an improvi-167

sation method (which is necessary due to the irregular length of the solar cycle) using168

the linear average upward directed trend during the period 1882-1988 in order to make169

sure that the beginning and ending of the Hale temperature profile show the same value.170

The slope of the applied trend removal has been checked to be a realistic value that is171

representative for the temperature rise in the period 1880-1985. The profile is then con-172

structed based on consistent patterns between snippets of the profile found at the sur-173

rounding years near the minima and maxima.174

Because the minima are known to represent the most stable and most relevant phase175

of the solar cycle, only the Hale cycle minima are then used to serve for studying the solar-176

climate connection in depth with the introduction of a correction based on the 22-year177

cycle solar polarity change. The use of a correction based on the 22-year Hale cycle in-178

volves an innovative element that has not been introduced before in reports focused on179

studying the solar-climate connection. This is initially done for just the minimum years180

involved, which requires a separation between positive and negative solar minimum years;181

analyses are made here based on the use of a correlation test combined with an explained182

variance test (based on R2 method via linear regression analysis + significance levels both183

calculated with PSPP software). The correction serves to neutralize a structural tem-184

perature difference between the positive and negative solar minimum years. An addi-185

tional analysis is also presented for Hale cycle minima based on multiple years 3 up to186

9 years; an analysis based on 11-year minima is presented as well but it is not taken into187

consideration for analysis due to overlap between various periods (because for 11-year188

minima periods some years become included in multiple minima periods - which is ob-189

viously not acceptable).190
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Finally, the SST solar sensitivity is calculated for 3 different perspectives (at the191

top at the atmosphere, for earth surface after adjusting for the shape of the earth & albedo192

without an amplification factor, and for earth surface after adjusting for the shape of the193

earth & albedo with an amplification factor). These 3 perspectives are described for the194

minima period 1890-1985, for the 22-year cycle and for the 11-year cycle.195

The data analysis is available as a spreadsheet. The section ’Electronic Supplemen-196

tary Material’ presents online resources available in 2 formats: in (1) Excel format (data197

+ results including calculations) and in (2) CSV format (data + results excluding cal-198

culations). The files are available at a repository download location. The spreadsheet199

describes for the period 1880-2019 the LISIRD TSI dataset + the HadSST3 dataset +200

all correlations (based on Pearson correlation coefficient) + all explained variances (based201

on R2 method via linear regression) featured in figures 2 through 5. For the purpose of202

reproducibility a detailed summary is presented for each of these figures; the data shown203

in each figure is processed in the data files as follows:204

• Figure 2: LISIRD TSI (column C), HadSST3 (column D); columns I to AW show205

data + correlations with regard to the periods 1880-2018 and 1880-1985 for: max-206

ima, odd maxima [O], even maxima [E], minima, positive minima [P], and neg-207

ative minima [N].208

• Figure 3: Temperature profile Hale cycle (column CW), temperature profile Schwabe209

cycle (column CZ); columns BB to CS present the underlying calculation method210

for the Hale cycle temperature profile. The Hale cycle temperature profile is com-211

posed of 4 series of data around the TSI minima and maxima years, whereby the212

profile of the positive minima years is split into 2 parts (column BX and column213

CN therefore contain the same data). The trend has been removed from each of214

the 4 reference profiles based on a slope corresponding to a temperature increase215

of 0,0028 ◦C per year (= 0,28 ◦C per 100 years); a higher or lower value would mean216

that the second positive minimum (for year 22) in figure 3 would not end exactly217

at zero. Only the values labeled with a * have been processed in the Hale cycle218

temperature profile. The indicative bandwidths (column DF for the negative min-219

imum, column DH for the temperature peak year) represent the outliers derived220

from 4 successive full Hale cycles based on the period 1890-1976. The Schwabe221

cycle temperature profile has been derived from the Hale cycle temperature pro-222

file.223

• Figure 4: [TOP] LISIRD (column EI), HadSST3 (column EJ); [BOTTOM] LISIRD224

with corrected negative minima (column EQ), HadSST3 (column ER). The cor-225

rection value is the lowest value, for which the average correlation value of the pos-226

itive and negative data combined is found.227

• Figure 5: 1-year mean corrected LISIRD (column FR) & HadSST3 (column FS);228

3-year mean corrected LISIRD (column GQ) & HadSST3 (column GR); 5-year229

mean corrected LISIRD (column HP) & HadSST3 (column HQ); 7-year mean cor-230

rected LISIRD (IO column) & HadSST3 (IP column); 9-year mean corrected LISIRD231

(column JN) & HadSST3 (column JO); 11-year mean corrected LISIRD (column232

KM) & HadSST3 (column KN). The correction value represents the lowest value233

for each minimum period whereby for the minima combination the average cor-234

relation value of the positive and negative data is found.235

3 Results236

With the Hale cycle taken in consideration, correlations between TSI and seawa-237

ter surface temperature are described first. The period around the minimum years 1890238
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to 1985 is then used in order to calculate the temperature profile for the 22-year Hale239

cycle (+ the temperature profile for the 11-year Schwabe cycle). Also, based on the min-240

imum years a description for the solar sensitivity in the long-term perspective is presented.241

A distinction is made between: (1) ’positive minima’ [P] which are formed during the242

phase with the solar magnetic poles in the original position and (2) ’negative minima’243

[N] which are formed during the phase when the poles have switched positions.244

Figure 2. The individual phases of the solar cycle show correlations for the LISIRD TSI total

solar irradiance and HadSST3 seawater surface temperature that are significantly higher com-

pared to the values for the entire cycle. The minima show structurally higher correlation values

with respect to the maxima. The TSI has a structural impact due to the 22-year magnetic solar

cycle, which is expressed in relatively high ’positive TSI minima’ [P] and ’odd TSI maxima’ [O]

(relative to in respective the ’negative TSI minima’ [N] and ’even TSI maxima’ [E]). This struc-

tural phenomenon is in accordance with the Gnevyshev-Ohl rule, which is associated with just

the maxima of the sunspot cycle according the literature (Zolotova & Ponyavin, 2015).

3.1 Total solar irradiance (TSI) & temperature correlate higher during245

minima than during maxima246

Figure 2 describes a stable correlation (r = 0,42) for the TSI and seawater surface247

temperature showing the same magnitude for both the period 1890-1985 and the period248

1880-2018. However, for both the minima and maxima of the solar cycle the correlations249
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are at a significantly higher level; in accordance with expectations (Hiyahara et al., 2008),250

the correlation for the individual phases shows the highest level for the minima.251

Moreover, correlations at both the positive & negative minima and the odd & even252

maxima reach an even higher level. For the period 1880-1985, very high correlations with253

almost the same value are found for both the positive and negative minima. And for the254

odd and even maxima the same correlation value is found. This indicates that during255

the course of the 22-year cycle, the fluctuation of the TSI-temperature correlation shows256

a high degree of regularity.257

The structurally higher correlations in the positive and negative minima series (com-258

pared to the combination of both series) appear also directly related to the Gnevyshev-259

Ohl rule; in figure 2 the dashed green curves show the impact for both the TSI minimums260

and the TSI maximums separately.261

3.2 Temperature profile for the 22-year & 11-year solar cycle262

The HadSST3 seawater surface temperature profile for the 22-year solar cycle has263

been determined based on the period 1882-1988. This period includes: 5 even maximums,264

5 positive minimums, 5 odd maximums, and 5 negative minimums. The mean values for265

these 4 categories serve each as a separate reference point. The average value is then de-266

termined for the years around each of these 4 reference points. This results in 4 refer-267

ence profiles that each show a temperature difference within the range of 0,20-0,27 ◦C268

that manifest in 7 to at most 11 years (with an average value of 0,236 ◦C). The trend269

has subsequently been removed from each of the 4 reference profiles. Finally, the tem-270

perature profile is compiled by means of the years around the 4 reference points. In par-271

ticular the years around the minimum reference points have been used for this because272

the years around the two maximum reference points show less consistency compared to273

the other 2 reference profiles (the method section describes the procedure in detail). The274

profile for the 11-year Schwabe cycle is derived from the profile of the Hale cycle; only275

the minima of the Hale temperature profile served as reference points.276

The temperature profile for the Hale cycle is shown in figure 3. The length of the277

Hale profile is only 21 years because the Hale cycles in the research period were relatively278

short: the average length of the Hale cycles in the period 1890-1985 is approximately 21279

years. For the Hale cycle profile, the largest temperature difference is found between the280

positive minimum and the phase that follows 2 years before the negative minimum. The281

(average) temperature difference between the positive minimum and the temperature peak282

is 0,215 ◦C. The temperature difference between the positive minimum and the nega-283

tive minimum is 0,059 ◦C.284

The TSI negative maximum occurs 4 years after the TSI positive minimum and285

the TSI even maximum occurs 5 years after the TSI negative minimum. So, the TSI even286

maximum coincides with the highest temperature value in the 2nd part of the Hale cy-287

cle (which starts from the negative minimum and ends at the positive minimum).288

Figure 3 shows that the first part and the second part of the Hale cycle show an289

asymmetrical temperature trend. During the first part, the fluctuations are more frequent290

and the amplitude is higher relative to the second part. The temperature peaks relatively291

late in the first part and it peaks relatively early in the second part. In addition, the pro-292

file of the Hale cycle shows an oscillation with fluctuations that take 2 to 7 years, which293

corresponds to the variation described for the duration of the ENSO cycle. This is not294

entirely surprising as it is known that there are strong statistical relationships between295

ENSO and the activity of the Sun (Narsimha & Bhattacharyya, 2010).296

For the period 1882-1988, the radiative forcing between all adjacent maxima and297

minima shows an average value of 0,86 W/m2. Combined with the average maximum298
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Figure 3. Seawater surface temperature profile for the Hale cycle based on the period 1882-

1988 (which includes e.g. 5 positive minima and 5 negative minima) shows a maximum impact of

0,215 ◦C. During the first part of the Hale cycle, the fluctuations are larger than during the sec-

ond part. The temperature profile for the Schwabe cycle shows a maximum impact for seawater

surface temperature of only 0,122 ◦C. The bandwidths shown for the negative minimum year and

temperature peak year (which is found 2 years before the negative minimum year) represent the

outliers are derived from 4 successive full Hale cycles based on the period 1890-1976 (solar cycles

13-20) - which involves less data than the temperature profile itself, nevertheless, the 4 values

average result is for both phases of the cycle approximately similar to the profile value.

temperature difference within the profile of 0,215 ◦C this results in a solar sensitivity within299

the Hale cycle of 0,25 ◦C per W/m2 at the top of the atmosphere (TOA); converted to300

Earth’s surface this results in a value of 1,43 ◦C per W/m2 (via a conversion factor of301

0,175: 25% based on Earth’s spherical formation in combination with 70% albedo). How-302

ever, the impact of an amplifying factor for the TSI signal at the top of the atmosphere303

has not yet been taken into account in this latter result. In the section discussion & con-304

clusion an amplification factor with a value of 6 is used in order to find the solar sen-305

sitivity on Earth’s surface for the Hale cycle, which results in a value of 0,238 ◦C per W/m2.306

Likewise, for the 11-year cycle a considerably lower solar sensitivity on Earth’s surface307

is found: 0,135 ◦C per W/m2. Within the conceptual framework of the IPCC, both the308

22-year Hale cycle and the amplification factor are being ignored (IPCC, 2013).309

For the sake of completeness, figure 3 also shows the temperature profile for the310

11-year Schwabe cycle (which has been derived directly from the Hale cycle profile). A311

striking feature of the profile for the Schwabe cycle is that it contains 2 peaks of approx-312

imately the same height. This finding is not entirely surprising neither because of the313

fact that for the 11-year sunspot cycle 2 maxima are also described - which typically arise314
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in a time frame of 2 to 4 years. This period between the two peaks is known as the ’Gnevy-315

shev gap’; the relative height of the peaks relates to Forbus decreases (which involves316

rapid decreases in cosmic rays intensity following coronal mass injection) and is indica-317

tive for an odd/even cycle (Ahluwalia et al., 2008). In the literature the first sunspots318

peak relates to UV radiation and the second peak to geomagnetic disturbances (+ au-319

rora phenomena) (Gnevyshev, 1977).320

3.3 Positive & negative TSI minima show high correlation with seawa-321

ter surface temperature322

The upper part of figure 4 describes for the period 1890-1985 a high correlation for323

TSI and seawater surface temperature with a declared variance of around 90% for both324

the positive and negative minima. This involves the same correlations that are described325

for the minima in figure 2; in figure 4 the TSI scale has been adjusted to show the dy-326

namics visually. For the positive and negative minima separately, the temperature fol-327

lows the trend of the TSI (with exception for the first transition of the negative minima328

where both factors move in opposite directions). However, when the distinction between329

the positive and negative minima is ignored, 6 out of 9 transitions show an opposite move-330

ment between the TSI and the temperature. This dynamic for the combination is incon-331

sistent with the dynamics for the positive and negative minima separately.332

The introduction section describes that during the minima of the positive phase333

temperature typically reaches the lowest level since the Maunder minimum. Regarding334

the physical mechanism involved it is known that during the negative phase of the so-335

lar cycle the supply of cosmic rays (which is associated with cloud formation (Svensmark,336

2015)) is more sensitive because then the supply comes more via the equator of the Sun,337

while during the positive phase the supply comes more via the poles (Hiyahara et al.,338

2008). This implies that based on the direction of cosmic rays supply one can conclude339

that the relationship between TSI and temperature directly depends on the polarity of340

the Sun. During the negative phase (which starts at around the odd maximum, during341

the transition from the positive minimum to the negative minimum) a relatively small342

amount of energy is needed for a temperature increase, while during the positive phase343

(which starts around the even maximum, during the transition from the negative min-344

imum to the positive minimum) more energy is required for the same temperature rise.345

Logically this means that a structural correction is needed to describe (and better un-346

derstand) the relationship between the TSI and the temperature - although the use of347

a correction is not necessary for a comparison between individual years when these in-348

volve the same phase of the 22 year cycle.349

In the bottom part of figure 4 a correction has been applied to the negative TSI350

minimum values. Due to the correction the correlation for the combination of the pos-351

itive and negative minimum values shows the mean value of both minima phases sep-352

arately. This result implicates that in the bottom part of figure 4 the explained variance353

for the combination ends up at a likewise high percentage (90,5%) as seen for both min-354

ima separately, while in the top part of figure 4 the explained variance is much lower (56,6%).355

In addition, after using the correction the TSI and temperature move in the same direc-356

tion at all 9 transitions. The solar sensitivity for the combination is 1,20 ◦C per W/m2357

at the top of the atmosphere (TOA); converted to Earth’s surface this produces a value358

of 6,86 ◦C per W/m2. However, this does not yet take into account the influence of the359

amplifying factor on the TSI signal at the top of the atmosphere; the discussion & con-360

clusion section assumes an amplification value of 6 which results in a solar sensitivity on361

Earth’s surface of: 1,143 ◦C per W/m2 (= 1,20 / ((0,25 x 0,70) * 6)), which is only slightly362

lower than the value at the top of the atmosphere.363

The solar sensitivity of 1,20 ◦C per W/m2 TOA (for Earth’s surface: 1,143 ◦C per364

W/m2) for the period 1890-1985 combined with the solar sensitivity during the 22-year365
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Figure 4. (top) HadSST3 seawater surface temperature plotted against LISIRD TSI (+1360

W/m2) shows that for the period 1890-1985 very high correlations are only found for the positive

[P] and negative [N] minima separately; (bottom) after a correction of +0,142 W/m2 focused on

the negative TSI values, a very high correlation is also found for the combination of the minima.

With the use of a regression analysis, the solar sensitivity at the top of the atmosphere (TOA)

for this period is established at: 1,20 ◦C per W/m2 for the LISIRD TSI values above 1360 W/m2

(based on a declared variance of 90,5%). The values for the minimum year 1912 have been used

as reference point.

solar cycle of 0,25 ◦C per W/m2 TOA (for Earth’s surface: 0,238 ◦C per W/m2) implies366

that the long-term solar sensitivity is 4,8 times higher than during the short-term per-367
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spective of the 22-year cycle. Compared to the 11-year cycle the long-term solar sensi-368

tivity is 8,4 times higher.369

According the LISIRD TSI dataset, the total solar irradiance between Maunder min-370

imum (1360,274 W/m2 TOA) and the most recent positive minimum year 2017 (1361,215371

W/m2 TOA) has increased by 0,941 W/m2 TOA. Based on the long-term solar sensi-372

tivity of 1,143 ◦C per W/m2 after taking into account Earth’s shape (25%), albedo (70%)373

and the amplifying factor (6x) for the TSI signal, this results in a temperature rise at374

Earth’s surface of 1,07 ◦C (based on the TSI signal of 1,20 ◦C per W/m2 TOA, the value375

is slightly higher: 1,13 ◦C).376

For the positive and negative minima separately, the solar sensitivity (TOA) is in377

respective: 1,10 ◦C per W/m2 and 1,22 ◦C per W/m2.378

The magnitude of the correction is with a value of more than 0,1 W/m2 about one379

tenth of the average fluctuation of the TSI during an 11/22 year solar cycle. This rep-380

resents the same magnitude found at the structural variations of the sunspot cycle based381

on the Gnevyshev-Ohl rule (Zolotova & Ponyavin, 2015).382

3.4 Multi-year TSI minima show a comparable trend with seawater sur-383

face temperature after correction384

The correction method aimed at the negative TSI minimum values has also been385

applied to the minima based on the 3-year, 5-year, 7-year, 9-year and 11-year average386

values (which involve both sides surrounding the minimum).387

Figure 5 shows that the magnitude of the correction for the 3-year to the 9-year388

average is slightly smaller (0,110-0,138 W/m2) than the correction value for the 1-year389

minima (0,142 W/m2), but the values show consistently the same order of magnitude.390

The 11-year average shows an even smaller correction value (0,100 W/m2); however, be-391

cause there is an overlap between various periods the result for the 11-year period is dis-392

regarded in this analysis.393

Figure 4 shows for the 1-year to 9-year minima that the first five values of both the394

LISIRD TSI and the seawater surface temperature are lower than the last five minima.395

Also, the first five values always show the lowest value at 1912 and the highest value at396

1933; for the last five values the year 1976 always shows the lowest value.397

Only the 1-year to 5-year minima show the same direction of the trend at all 9 tran-398

sitions for the LISIRD TSI and the HadSST3 seawater surface temperature after apply-399

ing the negative TSI correction. For the 7-year and 9-year minima, eight out of nine tran-400

sitions show the same trend direction; only the transition between 1943 and 1954 shows401

opposite trends. Figure 2 presents an explanation for this exception because the 1958402

maximum (+ the immediately surrounding years) is the largest outlier in the LISIRD403

TSI dataset. This phenomenon also explains why in figure 5 the highest average TSI value404

is found at the 1954 minimum for both the 7-year and 9-year average, while the 1-year405

to 5-year show the highest level for both the TSI and the temperature at the 1943-value.406

For the 1-year to 9-year minima, the explained variance is within the bandwidth407

of 89.2-92.8% after applying the correction aimed at the negative minima. With increas-408

ing length of the minima periods the value of the explained variance fluctuates only a409

few percent from the 90,5% explained variance found at the 1-year minima for the pos-410

tive and negative minima separately, as well as for the combination of both minima in-411

cluding the correction. Correlation significance levels show that the results are highly412

significant [p=0,000] for all minima periods shown in figure 5.413

When the correction value based on the 1-year minima period (0,142 W/m2) would414

have been applied to all other perspectives, only the explained variance for the 3-year415
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Figure 5. After applying a correction aimed at the negative minima, the 1-year, 3-year, 5-

year, 7-year, and 9-year periods around the minima show similar dynamics. The first 5 values

of both the LISIRD TSI and the HadSST3 are below the last 5 values. For the first 5 values the

1912 minimum always shows the lowest value and the 1933 minimum shows the highest value; for

the last 5 values the 1976 minimum always shows the lowest value.
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period would show a small drop (from 92,5% to 92,4%). The 5-year to 9-year periods416

would then show a further rise for the explained variance.417

4 Discussion & Conclusions418

This article investigates the Sun’s impact on climate with the 22-year magnetic so-419

lar cycle. The solar sensitivity is described in 3 forms: (1) in terms of the TSI at the top420

of the atmosphere; (2) this value is then converted to Earth’s surface via a correction421

for the spherical Earth (25%) and the albedo factor (70%); (3) finally, it has also been422

corrected with an amplifying factor which increases the temperature impact of the TSI423

signal at the top of the atmosphere.424

For a calculation of the temperature impact of the Sun over a certain period, it is425

not strictly necessary to make the conversion to Earth’s surface when phase differences426

within the 22-year cycle are taken into account. However, this conversion does become427

necessary for a description of the solar sensitivity on Earth’s surface in terms of the ra-428

diative forcing. Therefore, the impact of the amplification factor will now be discussed429

in more detail here (without going into the possible physical mechanisms involved).430

Since the 1990s experts have speculated about the impact of an amplifying factor431

for the TSI signal formed by the Sun at the top of the atmosphere. Literature has taken432

into account the possibility that the magnitude of the amplification factor could theo-433

retically vary at the order of 2 to 10 times (Stott et al., 2003). However, there is no con-434

sensus about the exact magnitude; therefore, controversy also exists on this matter. Es-435

timates appear to depend, among other things, on the TSI dataset used (Haigh, 2007).436

Based on 20th century data, the estimates range from 2-3 times (Haigh, 2007), 3437

times (Stott et al., 2003), 4-6 times (Ziskin & Shaviv, 2012) up to as high as 4-8 times438

(Holmes, 2018). The IPCC confirms that there is great uncertainty about the radiative439

forcing of the Sun (Haigh, 2007). The most detailed estimates have been described based440

on the 11-year solar cycle, where the values for the amplification factor are relatively high:441

5-7 times (Shaviv, 2008). As far as is known, there are no descriptions which indicate442

that there are concrete reasons to assume that the magnitude of the amplifying factor443

for the TSI signal also fluctuates. Therefore, it is assumed here that there is a stable am-444

plification factor with a value of 6 combined with a bandwidth of 5 to 7.445

This implies that the Sun’s sensitivity at Earth’s surface is (only) slightly lower com-446

pared to the value measured at the top of the atmosphere. After all factors have been447

taken into account, the result via the chosen amplifying value (6 times) amounts to 95%448

of the TOA value. If the amplification value were slightly lower, then the Earth’s sur-449

face would have almost the same value as the TSI at the top of the atmosphere (with450

an amplification value of 5,7 times it would produce almost exactly the same value). The451

bandwidth for the amplifying factor is used here to describe an indication for the un-452

certainty margin of the solar sensitivity specific to the perspective of Earth’s surface af-453

ter all factors have been taken into account.454

For the three perspectives examined, the following values are found in regard to455

solar sensitivity:456

• 11-year cycle:457

- Solar sensitivity based on just TSI at top of atmosphere [TOA]: 0,142 ◦C per W/m2.458

- Solar sensitivity converted to surface without amplifying factor: 0,81 ◦C per W/m2.459

- Solar sensitivity converted to surface with amplifying factor (5-7 times): 0,135460

± 0,03 ◦C per W/m2.461

• 22-year cycle:462
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- Solar sensitivity based on just TSI at top of atmosphere [TOA]: 0,25 ◦C per W/m2.463

- Solar sensitivity converted to surface without amplifying factor: 1,43 ◦C per W/m2.464

- Solar sensitivity converted to surface with amplifying factor (5-7 times): 0,238465

± 0,05 ◦C per W/m2.466

• Period 1890-1985:467

- Solar sensitivity based on just TSI at top of atmosphere [TOA]: 1,20 ◦C per W/m2.468

- Solar sensitivity converted to surface without amplifying factor: 6,86 ◦C per W/m2.469

- Solar sensitivity converted to surface with amplifying factor (5-7 times): 1,143470

± 0,23 ◦C per W/m2.471

This overview shows that the solar sensitivity at Earth’s surface depends especially472

on the magnitude of the amplification factor. The value of the solar sensitivity at Earth’s473

surface increases when the amplifying factor decreases. This also applies to the albedo474

factor because a lower albedo value leads to a higher result in the calculation of the so-475

lar sensitivity for Earth’s surface.476

This implies that solar sensitivity for the long-term perspective is more than 4 times477

(4,8 times) higher than during the short-term perspective of the 22-year magnetic so-478

lar cycle; when compared with the perspective of the 11-year sunspot cycle, the value479

for the long-term perspective is more than 8 times (8,4 times) higher. These values are480

approximately 2 times higher than the ratios described in literature relative to the 11-481

year solar cycle (de Jager et al., 2006; Shaviv, 2005, 2012). These results also confirm482

earlier descriptions based on periods that go further back in time, which show that the483

temperature impact during the 22-year cycle is much larger (here 78%) than during the484

11-year cycle; in a study by Scafetta & West (Scafetta, 2005) a 54% higher value is re-485

ported for the 22-year cycle (0,17 ± 0,06 ◦C per W/m2) versus the 11-year cycle (0,11486

± 0,02 ◦C per W/m2). Related literature also confirms that the change of magnetic po-487

larity plays a key role in this (Hiyahara et al., 2008).488

The IPCC describes in AR5 (2013) a temperature effect for the 11-year cycle with489

fluctuations at the order of 0,03-0,07 ◦C (mean value 0,05 ◦C) (IPCC, 2013); the tem-490

perature profile for the 11-year cycle in figure 3 shows fluctuations with an average value491

of 0,122 ◦C which is more than 2 times higher than the IPCC description.492

Based on long-term solar sensitivity, it has been calculated that the Sun can be held493

responsible for a temperature rise of approximately 1,1 ◦C since Maunder minimum (late494

17th century). Estimates for the total warming since Maunder minimum are in the or-495

der of 1,5 ◦C (PAGES2k Consortium, 2019). Estimates for the temperature difference496

between a passive and active Sun are in the order of 1 ◦C (Shaviv, 2012) (up to 2 ◦C).497

Since the start of the Holocene 11,700 years ago, the activity of the Sun has shown the498

highest change between Maunder minimum and the early 21st century (Usoskin et al.,499

2007). An estimate is also available which describes that the increase in solar activity500

since the emergence of life on Earth can explain about half to 2/3 of the temperature501

increase (Karoff & Svensmark, 2010; Scafetta, 2013). These estimates are consistent with502

the long-term solar sensitivity described here based on the period 1890-1985.503

Because the solar minimum years do not coincide with the start and end of the 20th504

century, it is not possible to make an exact calculation based on the minima for the share505

of the Sun in the seawater surface temperature rise between 1900 and 2000, which is about506

0,416 ◦C. However, an indicative calculation can be made on the basis of the negative507

minima in the period 1902-2008 (this period covers almost the entire 20th century). For508

the proportion of the Sun, the percentage here amounts to 62,1% of the 0,671 ◦C warm-509

ing of the seawater surface temperature between 1902 and 2008; this percentage is not510

far below the upper limit of 69% described by Scafetta & West for the period 1900-2005511

(Scafetta & West, 2008). For the period 1890-2017 the Sun provides a share of 58,2%512

in the warming of 0,928 ◦C. Both percentages are around 60% - just below the upper513
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limit of 64% of the bandwidth described in the introduction for the global warming in514

the 20th century (Scafetta, 2013).515

For the 21st century, a comparison between the positive minimum years 1996 and516

2017 provides a remarkable picture, because based on the solar sensitivity of 1,2 ◦C per517

W/m2 the entire temperature rise (103.6%) is explained by the Sun. However, a com-518

parison between the positive minimum years 1954 and 2017 yields a percentage of the519

sun that is less than half (46.4%).520

From an energetic point of view, the solar sensitivity for the long-term perspective521

at Earth’s surface (with the amplification factor included) shows with a value of 1,143522

± 0,23 ◦C per W/m2 a measure for the equilibrium climate sensitivity parameter (λ).523

The temperature impact of this is comparable to a climate sensitivity for the doubling524

of CO2 with a bandwidth of 3,38-5,08 ◦C (based on: 3,7 W/m2 x 1,143 ± 0,23 ◦C per525

W/m2). The midpoint of this bandwidth is found at the value 4,23 ◦C, which is below526

the upper limit of the bandwidth that the IPCC applies for climate sensitivity: 1,5-4,5527

◦C (IPCC, 2013). An additional comment follows based on the period 1912-1965.528

Based on the dynamics in the lower part of figure 4, the period 1912-1965 shows529

an almost perfect correlation (combined with an explained variance of 99%) between the530

minimum values of LISIRD TSI and HadSST3 seawater surface temperature. If the cal-531

culation had been made on the basis of the period 1912-1965, the solar sensitivity would532

drop from 1,20 ◦C per W/m2 to 1,05 ◦C per W/m2 (with the use of an unchanged cor-533

rection aimed at the negative minima of 0,142 W/m2). The warming after the Maun-534

der minimum would then amount to 0,99 ◦C based on the period 1912-1965 and the so-535

lar sensitivity would amount to 1,00 ± 0,20 ◦C per W/m2 based on the amplifying fac-536

tor (6x). This is energetically comparable to a climate sensitivity for doubling CO2 with537

a bandwidth of 2,96-4,44 ◦C. This bandwidth corresponds to the upper side of the IPCC538

bandwidth. The explained variance of 99% for the 53-year period 1912-1965 offers hardly539

any impact for influences other than the Sun. This suggests that the Sun is most likely540

responsible for the temperature trend at least until 1965. Based on the period 1912-1965541

the solar sensitivity for the long-term perspective is 4,2 times higher than the short-term542

perspective of the 22-year cycle and 7,4 times higher than the short-term perspective of543

the 11-year cycle.544

The correction shows that there is an opposite temperature effect present around545

the phenomenon related to the Gnevyshev-Ohl rule. Moreover, the phenomenon itself546

applies to both the TSI maximums and the TSI minimums in the full period starting from547

1880 (see figure 2). The SATIRE-T TSI dataset (Wu et al., 2018) shows that the rel-548

atively low negative TSI minima involve a pattern which origins from the ER magnetic549

flux (ephemeral regions); the pattern is not present in the AR magnetic flux (active re-550

gions - which strongly correlate with sunspots and F10.7 radio flux [http://lasp.colorado551

.edu/lisird/data/noaa radio flux/ (NOAA, 2018)]), nor in the open magnetic flux552

(coronal source flux). ER magnetic flux is missing in early TSI reconstruction methods553

(Lean et al., 1995; Hoyt & Schatten, 1993), which explains why the pattern is not present554

in those datasets. The SATIRE dataset also serves for CMIP6 modellers (Matthes et al.,555

2017). The top of figure 6 displays the sunspot cycle (which shows the 11-year period-556

icity of the Schwabe cycle); the bottom of figure 6 displays the cosmic ray flux, which557

shows an 22-year alternating pattern of flat [qA>0] and peaked [qA<0] tops that coin-558

cides with the solar minima of the sunspots cycle.559

The magnitude of the correction appears to be more or less independent of the length560

of the minimum period used in the calculation; the bandwidth of the correction ranges561

from 0,110-0,148 W/m2 for the values based on 1 to 9 year periods around the TSI min-562

ima. This means that there is a structural temperature effect that, in terms of magni-563

tude, approximately corresponds to the average impact of the fluctuations based on the564

Gnevyshev-Ohl rule. The direction of the temperature effect can be explained on the ba-565
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sis of a sensitivity difference for the influence of cosmic rays during the positive and neg-566

ative phase of the Hale cycle (Hiyahara et al., 2008). During the negative phase, the cli-567

mate is more sensitive to the supply of cosmic rays than during the positive phase. The568

negative minimum falls in the middle of the negative phase (see figure 1). As a result569

the influence of the loss of cosmic radiation due to the poloidal maximum is relatively570

large, which results in relatively high temperatures during the negative TSI minima. Both571

the mechanism involved with this temperature effect (as a result of the change of the mag-572

netic solar poles), as well as the magnitude of the associated impact of the temperature573

effect (comparable with the impact of the Gnevyshev-Ohl rule) have been identified by574

approximate.575

Figure 6. The 11-year periodicity of the Schwabe cycle based on sunspots (top); the 22-

periodicity of cosmix rays flux indicated by flat [qA>0] and peaked [qA<0] tops (bottom) (Ross

& Chaplin, 2019).

The temperature development might be directly related to background solar irra-576

diance [BSI], which concerns the radiation of the Sun excluding the influence of solar flares577

and sunspots. BSI involves a dynamic component on top of the base level in the signal578

from the Sun measured at the top of the atmosphere. Uncertainty margins for the base-579

line (which itself is estimated at around 1361 W/m2 since 2008) are significantly lower580
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than for the TSI fluctuations which arise from magnetic activity due to solar flares [TF ]581

and sunspots [TS ]. This might also explain why the correlation between sunspots and582

temperature is low; for, both do not involve the background component at all. Equation583

(1) (Lean et al., 1995) defines that TSI [T(t)] represents the sum of different components.584

Equation (1) contains only 2 magnetic components, which is in accordance with the Lean585

method (Coddington et al., 2016); however, a dynamic BSI component that fluctuates586

over time on top of the base level component [TQ] is missing:587

T (t) = TQ +4TF (t) +4TS(t) (1)

For the period 1890-1985, the LISIRD TSI dataset shows high correlations with588

the NRLTSI2 dataset (0,903), IPCC AR5 dataset (0,938) and Satire S&T dataset (0,944).589

Correlations among the other 3 TSI datasets fall within the bandwidth 0,927-0,998. For590

the period 1985-2012, the LISIRD TSI dataset shows a high correlation with the NRLTSI2591

dataset (0,961) but lower correlations are found with the IPCC AR5 dataset (0,846) and592

Satire S&T dataset (0,868). For this period correlations among the other 3 TSI datasets593

fall within the bandwidth 0,941-0,984. For the entire period 1890-2012, the LISIRD also594

shows comparable correlations with the other datasets (0,916-0,926); correlations among595

the other 3 TSI datasets fall within the bandwidth 0,925-0,995. The period until the year596

2012 has been considered here because the IPCC AR5 TSI dataset ends in the year 2012.597

The LISIRD dataset shows for the satellite era a continuous upward trend for the598

TSI minima since the mid-eighties. A similar continuous upward trend for the TSI min-599

ima in the satellite era is described by the Belgian RMIB TSI dataset (DeWitte & Nevens,600

2016). The authors of both datasets are involved with the Community-Consensus TSI601

composite, which also shows this trend.602

Here the conclusion is made that the Sun is responsible for the formation of an cli-603

mate oscillation with an upward slope. With consideration of the 22-year TSI cycle, the604

high explained variances with a bandwidth of 89-93% for the various minimum periods605

around the period 1890-1985 (99% for the 1912-1965 minima) leave little room for a large606

influence of other factors, such as CO2. However, when the 22-year cycle is ignored, it607

is not possible to notice (nor to describe) this strong relationship between solar activ-608

ity and temperature.609

The IPCC climate models do not take into account temperature effects that arise610

as a result of: (1) the changes of the magnetic solar poles within the 22-year cycle; the611

same applies to (2) the influence of an amplifying factor on the impact of the TSI sig-612

nal at the top of the atmosphere. Climate models also do not take into account the dy-613

namics that ensure that (3) the solar sensitivity within the 11-year TSI cycle is signif-614

icantly lower than in the multi-decadal long-term perspective. In determining short-term615

trends, climate models neither take into account (4) the impact of the upward phase of616

the multi-decadal cycle, which can be directly connected with the Gleissberg cycle min-617

ima of the Sun (Feynman & Ruzmaikin, 2014), nor do climate models consider the in-618

fluence of very long-term solar related cycles such as for example: Jose cycle 179 years619

(Jose, 1965), de Vries/Suess cycle 248 years (Holmes, 2018), Eddy cycle 1000 years (Holmes,620

2018), and Hallstatt cycle 2400 years (Usoskin et al., 2016) / Bray cycle 2500 years (Holmes,621

2018). The missing of this set of 4 solar-related factors in climate models points towards622

a significant structural underestimation of the Sun’s impact on the climate, leading to623

an overestimation of the impact of CO2 and other natural greenhouse gases. ENSO and624

NAO represent two other factors (next to e.g. greenhouse gasses) which are known in-625

fluence sea surface temperature; however, both factors also show high correlations with626

solar activity (Kirov & Georgieva, 2002). Fundamentally it is important that the great-627

est temperature effects due to the change of the magnetic poles can be expected around628

the solar minima, because during these periods the magnitude of the poloidal magnetic629

field reaches the highest magnitude - see figure 1. Finally, one side note is made here:630

for, the influence of mankind on the climate system has become evident particularly through631
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ozone layer depletion resulting from the use of artificial greenhouse gases (especially CFCs);632

despite the relatively large influence of the Sun, the impact of anthropogenic influences633

must therefore be acknowledged.634

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:635

ACRIM Active Cavity Radiometer Irradiance Monitor Satellite
HadSST Hadley Centre Sea Surface Temperature
IPCC AR5 Intern. Panel on Climate Change Ass. Report 5 (2013)
KNMI Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut
LISIRD Las Interactive Solar Irradiance Data Center
NIOZ Nederlands Instituut voor Onderzoek der Zee
NRLTSI Naval Research Laboratory Total Solar Irradiance
PMOD Physikalisch Meteorologisches Observatorium Davos
SATIRE Spectral And Total Irradiance REconstructions
TSI Total Solar Irradiance
WSO Wilcox Solar Observatory
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